Improvement in survival after excision of primary tumor in stage III neuroblastoma.
Fifty-eight patients with stage III neuroblastoma (according to the Childrens Cancer Study Group) underwent 86 operative procedures. Initial diagnostic or therapeutic operations were followed by chemotherapy and radiation therapy, and second- or third-look procedures were performed on patients whose tumors showed evidence of clinical response. Complete resection was obtained during the initial procedure in 12 patients, during the second operation in 12 others, and at the time of the third procedure in two additional children. Twenty of these 26 patients have survived with no evidence of disease for a median duration of greater than 3 years since initiation of therapy. Only nine of the 32 patients in whom complete tumor excision could not be accomplished are still alive. The chemotherapy and radiation therapy employed in this protocol may have enhanced resectability in many patients. The site of the primary tumor does not seem to influence ease of resectability or outcome in this group. The "favorable" prognostic factors of patient age and histopathology of the tumor do not necessarily predict that the tumor will be resectable. While patients with complete resection at the time of the second operation had an outcome superior to those with incomplete resections, the influence of the inherent tumor biology or other selection factors on the eventual tumor resectability in these patients is not known. Extensive operative procedures were required to completely resect stage III tumors, and a moderate complication rate may be anticipated. However, this may be justifiable if complete tumor resection can be achieved and ultimate patient survival possibly enhanced.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)